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The coverage dependence of the one-dimensional collective diffusion coefficient is analyzed by using the
gradient expansion of the local density. The transition probabilities are written as an expansion of the prob-
abilities of the occupation configurations. Since the detail balance principle determines only a part of the
diffusion terms in the expansion, different functional relations are proposed for these terms. The diffusion
coefficient is obtained for various choices of these relations. However, some of them seem to be not physically
sound and the diffusion coefficient does not behave properly. The range of validity of various expressions for
the jump rates is determined and phase diagrams are shown. Besides that, it is shown that the transition state
theory guarantees physically suitable behavior of the coefficient of one-dimensional diffusion.
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The diffusion of particles in low-dimensional systems is
by now well understood �see, e.g., reviews �1� and original
studies �2–8��. The potential energy for particle motion is
determined in this case by a substrate and lateral particle-
particle interactions. Often the particle-substrate interaction
is sufficiently strong, particles are located primarily at the
potential wells formed by the substrate and there are appre-
ciable activation barriers for jumps of particles between the
wells. In such cases, the diffusion can be described in the
lattice-gas approximation. Beyond this approximation, the
diffusion can be described, e.g., by using the Frenkel-
Kontorova model �9�.

In the framework of the lattice-gas approximation, the
analysis of diffusion can be based on the linear-response
theory �2� or gradient expansions of correlation functions
�10,11�. The implementation of these two general approaches
is however not straightforward and they do not provide com-
pact expressions for the diffusion coefficient. A fairly general
and relatively simple expression for the collective diffusion
coefficient was phenomenologically proposed by Reed and
Ehrlich �RE� �3�. In particular, they represented the diffusion
coefficient as a product of thermodynamic and kinetic or
dynamic factors. Physically, diffusion jumps represent the
simplest Arrhenius processes. Such processes are customar-
ily described by the transition state theory �TST� already
many decades ago �12,13�. The advantage of TST is that it
can be directly combined with, e.g., density-functional
theory �DFT� in order to perform first-principles calculations
or simulations. In the original TST, the effect of lateral
particle-particle interactions on diffusion or other rate pro-
cesses is not treated. Such interactions can however easily be
introduced into the TST formalism. This strategy was real-
ized for diffusion �4,13� and other processes �13–15�. In par-
ticular, it was shown �4,13� that following TST one can de-
rive the RE expression for the diffusion coefficient.

More recently, many other approaches were used as well.
In particular, a rather general approach not based on TST has
recently been proposed by Payne and Kreuzer �PK� �8� for
one-dimensional �1D� diffusion. They have exactly corrobo-
rated the RE factorization �3� for any range of interactions
and for any form of the jump rates which satisfies detailed
balance. As expected, this result agrees with that obtained in

Ref. �4�. The treatment has been extended to two-
dimensional �2D� systems, where PK showed that the RE
factorization is not universal and is not applicable, e.g., for
generalized hopping kinetics where initial- and final-state in-
teractions are involved such as saddle-point interactions �16�.

Although the approach proposed by PK is transparent and
rather general, the physical meaning of the parameters they
use is not straightforward. Moreover, for a given value of
lateral interaction, there are two free parameters which allow
different behavior of the 1D diffusion coefficient, including
negative values. The goal of the present paper is to scrutinize
the formal conditions used by PK and compare the results to
TST for 1D diffusion. Concerning this subject, we may note
the 1D case is of intrinsic interest. In addition, the general
results for the 1D diffusion may be useful for applications,
e.g., for describing adsorbate diffusion along steps �17� or on
carbon nanotubes �18�.

The RE factorization can be written as �8,16�,

D��,T� = �−1�W� , �1�

where � is the lattice-gas susceptibility and �W�= 1
2 �Wi

�

+Wi+1
� � is the average transition rate for 1D system, where

Wi
� = J0ni�1 − ni+1���1 − ni−1��1 − ni+2�

+ �1 + A1�ni−1�1 − ni+2� + �1 + B1��1 − ni−1�ni+2

+ �1 + A1 + B1 + C11�ni−1ni+2� . �2�

Here one introduces the microscopic variable, which is ni
=1 or 0 if the site is occupied or empty. In the last equation,
the probability to jump to the right from site i to i+1 is
written in terms of the occupation configurations of all
neighboring sites �a similar expression can be obtained for
Wi+1

� �. This form is illustrated in Fig. 1. The first term in Eq.
�2� represents the jump of a particle which is isolated before
and after the jump, with a rate J0, the second term represents
the separation of a particle from a neighbor with a rate
J0�1+A1� in the situations when the particle has no neighbors
after the event, the third term represents the converse of the
latter process, with a rate J0�1+B1�, and the last term repre-
sents the exchange of a particle between blocks. The elemen-
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tary hopping rate, J0, usually has the Arrhenius form.
Using the methodology developed by PK �8�, one can

finally write the diffusion coefficient in a diagrammatic form
as

D��� = D0�−1��• �� + A1�• • �� + B1�• � •� + C11�• • � •�� ,

�3�

where

�•i•i+1 . . . �i+k� = �nini+1 ¯ �1 − ni+k��

= �
n

nini+1 ¯ �1 − ni+k�P��n	,t� . �4�

Here, P��n	 , t� represents the probability that a given micro-
scopic configuration �n	= �n1 ,n2 , . . . ,nN� is realized at time t,
where N is the total number of sites in the line. The inverse
of the susceptibility is

�−1 =
���

��
= ����1 − ���−1, �5�

where � is the coverage and � is related to the chemical
potential by

exp���� =
� − 1 + 2�

� + 1 − 2�
exp��V� , �6�

where �=1 /kBT and V is the nearest-neighbor lateral inter-
action.

The detailed balance principle puts one condition on the
three coefficients, A1, B1, and C11, namely,

�1 + A1� = �1 + B1�e�V. �7�

Different scenarios were analyzed by PK �8� for various
choices of diffusion kinetics. The first one is the so-called
initial-state interaction. This kinetic scheme is characterized
by B1=C11=0 �case I�. The second kinetic scheme is the
final-state interaction, where A1=C11=0 �case II�. The diffu-
sion coefficient for these two cases is positive for any value
of the lateral interaction.

Then, PK analyzed the case of saddle-point interactions.
To define this scheme, they proposed a linear relation be-
tween the coefficients as

A1 = − 	B1, �8�

where 	 is a free parameter �PK consider that this parameter
is of order unity, i.e., B1
−A1�. Taking into account the
detailed balance principle, they obtained

B1 =
1 − exp��V�
	 + exp��V�

. �9�

Furthermore, no restriction is imposed on C11. Therefore,
they analyzed three different cases, i.e., C11=0 �case III�,
C11=−A1 �case IV�, and C11=−B1 �case V�. As observed in
Ref. �8�, the normalized diffusion coefficient as a function of
the coverage is always bigger than unity �D��� /D�0��1� for
repulsive lateral interactions and smaller than unity
�D��� /D�0��1� for attractive lateral interactions, with the
exception of case II, where the behavior is the opposite.

However, in the framework of the PK formulation �Eq.
�3��, there is no restriction on 	, certainly it can take any
value. The behavior of the diffusion coefficient is reasonable
for any positive value of 	. For negative values of 	, there
are however combinations of parameters 	 and V that lead to
the negative diffusion coefficient.

It is well known that no phase transitions occur in 1D
systems, therefore the diffusion coefficient must be positive.
The detailed balance principle is not enough to guarantee
that the diffusion coefficient is positive. Then, to satisfy this
physical condition, one should consider that the jump rate
constants in Eq. �2� should be positive or null, so the follow-
ing inequalities must be fulfilled:

�1 + A1� 
 0, �10�

�1 + B1� 
 0, �11�

and

�1 + A1 + B1 + C11� 
 0. �12�

These relations are similar that those obtained for the adsorp-
tion and desorption kinetics in Ref. �15�. Taking into account

FIG. 1. The four relevant hopping processes and their rates for a
one-dimensional lattice gas with nearest-neighbor interactions.

FIG. 2. �a� Diagram 	 vs �V corresponding to case III. The
coverage dependence of the diffusivity, D, for varying first-
neighbor interaction strength and 	 parameter. �b� �V=−2 and 	
=1,−1. �c� �V=2 and 	=1,−1.
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these constraints, it is possible to build a phase diagram
showing the values of 	 and V where the diffusion coeffi-
cient is positive or negative. In Fig. 2�a�, the phase diagram
�	 vs V� corresponding to case III is plotted. In Figs. 2�b� and
2�c�, the diffusion coefficients as a function of coverage are
plotted for two different pairs of values of 	 and V. As is
observed, the diffusion coefficient takes negative values for
certain values of coverage. In Fig. 3, the phase diagram cor-
responding to cases IV and V is plotted. Similar behavior is
observed for the diffusion coefficient corresponding to the
forbidden regions.

On the other hand, TST �4,13� provides a way to obtain
the rate constants of the diffusion processes considering the
saddle-point interaction. Specifically, in the framework of the
TST, the average transition rate given in Eq. �2� can be writ-
ten as

Wi
� = J0�P0,0

�•�� + P1,0
�•��exp����1 − �1

��� + P0,1
�•��exp�− ��1

��

+ P1,1
�•��exp����1 − 2�1

���	 , �13�

where Pi,j
�•�� is the probability to have an occupied site with

the right neighbor site empty and the neighborhood denoted
by the indexes i, j; �1 ��1

�� is the lateral interaction energy for
the diffusion jumps in the ground �activated or transition�
state.

In order to obtain Eq. �3� by using TST formulation, the
coefficients must fulfill the following relations:

A1 = exp����1 − �1
��� − 1, �14�

B1 = exp�− ��1
�� − 1, �15�

and

C11 = exp����1 − 2�1
��� − 1 − A1 − B1. �16�

By definition, we have �1=V. The interaction in the activated
state can be represented as �1

�=�V, where � is the proportion-
ality factor �like in the Brönsted-Polanyi correlations�. Then,
the three coefficients involved into the PK formalism can be
written as

A1 = e�1−���V − 1, �17�

B1 = e−��V − 1, �18�

and

C11 = e�1−2���V − e�1−���V − e−��V + 1. �19�

Note that in the present TST formulation, there is only one
free parameter, �. On the other hand, the diffusion coefficient
is always positive for any value of lateral interaction, as ex-
pected. Moreover, the initial-state interactions �case I� are
obtained making �=0. Similarly, the final-state interactions
�case II� are recovered making �=1. The particle-hole sym-
metry can be obtained making �=1 /2.

On the other hand, neither the TST formulation nor the
detailed balance principle imposes any restriction on �. How-
ever, when this parameter takes a value out of the interval
�0,1�, the behavior of the diffusion coefficient as a function
of the coverage is somewhat unusual from our point of view.
In Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, we have plotted D��� /D�0� vs � for
attractive �V=−2 and repulsive �V=2 lateral interactions,
respectively. In these figures, different values of parameter �
are used. As one can observe, for attractive lateral interaction

FIG. 3. �a� Diagram 	 vs �V corresponding to cases IV and V.
The coverage dependence of the diffusivity, D, for varying first-
neighbor interaction strength and 	 parameter. �b� Case IV: �V=
−2 and 	=0.5,−0.5. �c� Case IV: �V=2 and 	=0.5,−2. �d� Case V:
�V=−2 and 	=0.5,−0.5. �e� Case IV: �V=2 and 	=0.5,−2.

FIG. 4. The coverage dependence of the diffusivity, D, for vary-
ing � parameter using TST. �a� �V=−2: top to bottom �=2,0.5,
−1. �b� �V=2: top to bottom �=−1,0.5,2.
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and �=2, D��� /D�0� increases with increasing coverage �this
behavior is proper of repulsive interaction� and for repulsive
lateral interaction and �=2 decreases with coverage
D��� /D�0��1, which is characteristic of attractive lateral
interactions.

Summarizing, in this report, the coverage dependence of
the one-dimension collective diffusion coefficient is analyzed
in the framework of the model introduced by PK. It is ob-
served that this formulation is rather general containing al-
most all the possible scenarios for the jump kinetic pro-
cesses. However, for certain value of the coefficients, the
diffusion coefficient does not behave properly taking nega-
tive values. Specifically, the detailed balance principle is not
sufficient to ensure that the diffusion coefficient is positive
and accordingly, further restrictions are needed on the pa-
rameters to satisfy this condition. As a result, it is possible to

build a phase diagram showing the values of 	 and V where
the diffusion coefficient is positive or negative.

Alternatively, the TST is used to calculate the diffusion
coefficient. It is shown that in the framework of this theory,
only one free parameter is necessary to calculate the diffu-
sion coefficient �instead of two in the former model�. Al-
though this theory guarantees that the diffusion coefficient is
always positive for any value of the lateral interaction, nei-
ther the TST nor the detailed balance principle imposes re-
striction on the free parameter. Therefore, for ��0 or ��1,
the behavior of the diffusion coefficient can be somewhat
unusual.
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